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Abstract. A head-worn display combined with accurate head-tracking allows one to show synthetically gener-
ated symbols in a way that they appear as a part of the real world. Depending on the specific research context,
different terms have been used for the ability to show display elements as parts of the outside world. These
include contact analog, scene linked, augmented reality, and outside conformal. While the famous highway
in the sky was one of the first applications in avionics, over the years more and more conformal counterparts
have been devised for aircraft-related instruments. Among them are routing information, navigation aids, spe-
cialized landing displays, obstacle warnings, drift indicators, and many more. Conformal displays have been
developed for more than 40 years. We present a review of some results, as well as look ahead to research
trends for the next years. We suggest that naturalism is not the best choice for the design of conformal displays.
Instead, more abstract representations often yield better pilot acceptance. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.56.5.051406]
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1 Introduction
Usually, a display can only show a two-dimensional (2-D)
representation of information that may be three-dimensional
(3-D) by nature. To overcome this perspective projections of
the respective content are used. For short we will call this
perspective display 3D displays. These should not be con-
fused with display technologies such as holographic dis-
plays. By the term “conformal display” we denote the ability
of a display to represent synthetically generated content as
part of the outside world. This technique dates back to at
least 19681 when the necessary technology, namely see-
through-displays and head-tracking devices, was available
first. Also, even then the wording “contact analog,” a term
closely related to conformal displays, was used. At this time,
Dougherty already noted that “head-up and eyeglass displays
seem to offer the next step forward in instrument display.”1

Over the years the available devices have developed: dis-
plays were introduced that offer better contrast and color
representations.2,3 Further, a larger field of view was devel-
oped: while in 1999 state of the art was a 51-deg horizontal
field-of-view display4 today 80 deg binocular5 and above are
possible. With the introduction of electromagnetic sensors
head tracking has become noncontact.6–8 Although most
of these developments date back to at least the early
1980s, mature consumer-market products combining all of
these have become available just recently. This interest
was further sparked by the advent of “augmented reality
(AR),” a further term for combining real-world views with
computer-generated objects coined in 1992.9

Helmet-mounted displays (HMD) have been demon-
strated to show several advantages. This includes decreased
scanning times between instrument information and outside

scene, reduced visual reaccommodation, increased freedom
in movement compared with head-up displays (HUD) and
the possibility to depict conformal information.10 Further,
3-D displays have been considered in the field of synthetic
vision displays for many years now. Thereby several human
factors aspects have to be considered within the process of
design and evaluation. Patterson11 provides a review of per-
ceptional and human factors issues associated with 3-D dis-
plays. As a major advantage conformal symbology allows
the integration of information in the mental model of the out-
side scene.12 This was found to provide benefits regarding
guidance and navigation as well as reduction of attentional
capture.13 The authors further point out the importance of
scene-linking for nap-of-the-earth helicopter operations
and low visibility approaches. Recently, implementations
have been proposed that minimize the amount of overall clut-
ter for the pilot.14

2 History of Conformal Displays at DLR
DLR’s Institute of Flight Guidance has investigated
enhanced synthetic vision systems (ESVS) displays for flight
guidance application for more than 17 years.15 One of the
core components is its in-house developed test bed for
ESVS applications.16 These have been examined in head-
down, as well as head-up17 and head-worn implementations.
One of the earlier devices that was used for this was the
Microvision Nomad HMD. Starting in 2012, DLR has
begun to develop dedicated symbols for conformal dis-
plays.18 Starting from a head-down only full-color represen-
tation of unclassified obstacles for brownout flight and
landing [see Fig. 1(a)].

The symbology was later adapted to be shown in a head-
tracked HMD fully conformal [see Fig. 1(b)].19 These early
works were carried out within DLR’s project ALLFlight
(Assisted Low-Level Flight and Landing on Unprepared
Landing Sites), an initiative to mitigate effects of brownout
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and related degraded visual environments on helicopter oper-
ations. First results were published in 2012.20 Furthermore,
ALLFlight was the institutes’s first project to feature a mili-
tary grade see-through display with head-tracking, namely
Elbit’s JedEye™ helmet (see Fig. 2).

One of the lessons learned from using this display was
that military-grade solutions usually require large efforts
for integration and maintenance in an always changing
experimentation environment. Especially components such
as the magnetic head tracker unit (MTU) have to be recali-
brated in case of changes to cockpit geometry or electromag-
netic conditions see (Sec. 3 for details). For a research
helicopter, this can become expensive and time-consuming.

Consequently, drop-in solutions for rapid prototypes and
in-between developments were sought. The institute had
already gathered experience with consumer-market VR
glasses, namely the NVIS cybergoggle nVisor SX [see
Fig. 3(a)].21 It was decided that for a faster shared develop-
ment a set of easier to use consumer-market goggles should
be used. As a first step, DLR bought an Oculus Rift DK2 [see
Fig. 3(b)], later an Oculus Rift consumer edition. These sets
were successfully used in human-factors evaluations for the
new symbology to be developed.22 However, both of these
sets are opaque virtual reality glasses. Thus, a see-through
device (Metavision Meta2) was bought, although this is
not yet in productive use. A further advantage of this device
is its full-color display. Nevertheless, its use still has to be
proven in real applications.

3 Hardware Integration
At DLR mainly two research facilities have been used for
HMD research: the research helicopter advanced control tech-
nology flying helicopter simulator (ACT/FHS), a Eurocopter
EC135, and the Generic Cockpit Simulator GECO. DLR has
integrated a wide field of view binocular helmet-mounted dis-
play system into both. The main electronics of the HMD sys-
tem consists of three boxes: the aircraft fixed magnetic MTU,
the JedEye display unit (JDU) for transferring the visual image
to the helmet display, and the JedEye system display unit for
producing the image and for interfacing with other on-board
components (see Fig. 4). The front-end of the system consists
of a transparent visor. Its monochrome green binocular

Fig. 1 “Manhattan” obstacle symbology for degraded visual environment: (a) head down, (b) HMD.

Fig. 2 Wide-field-of-view helmet-mounted display system.

Fig. 3 VR helmet-mounted display systems: (a) NVIS cybergoggle nVisor SX, (b) Oculus Rift DK2.
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projection system comprises two image projectors, each with
a resolution of 1920 × 1200 pixels. The optics consists of the
projection lenses and a transparent dichroic spherical mirror
(visor) for each eye. They offer a field of view of
∼80 deg× 40 deg. Together with a magnetic high-precision
tracker, the system yields an unlimited field of regard, that is,
−180 deg to 180 deg in azimuth and −90 deg to 90 deg in
elevation.

To find the best location of the magnetic tracker with a
minimum of electromagnetic influences, the motion box of
the pilot’s head has to be measured using a 3-D scanning
robot. The purpose is to calibrate the systematic error of
the entire tracking system inside the motion box. This
requires a perfect zero degree leveling of the platform
that has to be constructed for each environment the tracker
is to be integrated into. In our case, these were both the
ACT/FHS [Fig. 5(a)] and the GECO [Fig. 5(a)]. The
tracker was temporarily attached to different possible

mounting positions in order to find the best fitting. The
final position has been established as a permanent instal-
lation of the MTU.

To align the system’s optical axis with the aircraft axis, a
boresight reference unit (BRU) is used that provides an air-
craft aligned optical reference beam. Before flight, pilots
have to align a marking on the HMD with the reference
beam. This method allows pilots to align the system with
different body sizes in terms of the 0-deg line of sight
(LOS). This ensures an alignment of the helmet with the
extension of the longitudinal axis of the helicopter. It
requires a very precise measurement of the LOS in conform-
ance with the head movements of the pilot with minimal
latency between LOS measurement and image presentation.
Otherwise the required handling qualities could not be guar-
anteed. If conformal symbology does not correspond to the
real world, an increasing irritation and possible sickness of
the pilot can occur after a few minutes. An installation of a

Fig. 4 Functional integration of HMD system into environment.

Fig. 5 Magnetic survey of the (a) ACT/FHS and (b) GECO.
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BRU in the GECO was not necessary, since the alignment
process can be started by focusing the 0-deg coordinate
on an existing virtual reference grid.

4 Conformal Display Symbologies
The idea of a conformal display symbology is to show syn-
thetically generated symbols in spatial relation to real world
objects or their positions. This way, the user can intuitively
perceive additional information about these objects and gain
a better situational awareness. This is important in situations
with degraded vision, for example, dust, fog, mist, or glare.
Further, such displays can help in scenarios that require a
rapid understanding of a situation, for example, helicopter
or airplane landing in unprepared areas.

Different terms have been defined for the concept of con-
formal displays. Dougherty1 used the term “contact analog,”
describing a display that mimics the real-world appearance
and placement of objects as close as possible.

Johnson and Jones23 state that contact analog displays are
“difficult to generate” and “have low information content.”
Instead they prefer the term “integrated display” for a display
type containing symbols that are associated with certain
ground locations, for example, the touch-down point. This
shows that at that time no real consent was existing about
the terminology describing a display that combines real sen-
sor data with synthetic symbols.

This changed with the emergence of virtual reality tech-
niques. Caudell and Mizell9 introduced the term AR for a
mixture of real-world perceptions with computer-generated
synthetic symbols. Additionally to imagery, AR may also
encompass sound and tactile information.

Therefore, we prefer the term conformal display. This
concept has been in use since at least 1992.24 The term
emphasizes the alignment of symbols with the outside
scenery.

4.1 Tunnel Displays

The best known example of a conformal symbol is the concept
known as “highway in the sky” or “tunnel in the sky.” This
concept is known since at least 197925 although similar dis-
plays predate this description.26,27 Probably the first animated
illustration of this idea can be seen in Stanley Kubrick’s “2001
—A Space Odyssey” (1968) wherein a tunnel display is used
during a docking maneuver at a space station. A highway or
tunnel-in-the-sky is composed of discrete “gates” floating in
midair that the pilot has to steer through in order to follow a
preplanned trajectory. Various implementations exist that dif-
fer by the shapes of the gates and the way these are intercon-
nected. Tunnels have been used for several purposes, for
example, curved approaches,28 following noise abatement
flight procedures, and emission control.29

There is evidence that tunnel displays lead to a better
overall pilot performance.30 Highway-in-the-sky displays
allow pilots to follow even difficult trajectories. However,
these displays may bind the pilots’ attention sacrificing
other tasks. This is true, even more when the display is
implemented head-down. Thus, an HUD is considered use-
ful. The pathway helps mitigating the perceptual segregation
between the static near domain and the dynamic far domain
and hence might improve attention switching between both
sources. Generally, head-up implementations combine the
advantages of both—tunnel displays and HUD.31 To

overcome the perceptual near-to-far domain disconnect,
alphanumeric symbols can be attached to the pathway.
This HUD design concept is called scene linking. A
scene-linked pathway-predictor was implemented on a
monocular retinal scanning head-mounted device in combi-
nation with an optical head tracker. The evaluation comprises
low-fidelity part-task simulations, high-fidelity simulator
runs, and flight trials. Where laboratory experiments
found evidence in favor of scene-linked pathway HUDs
or HMDs, the real flight tests could not fully support this
display concept. Even so, in all studies evidence has been
found that the head-up pathway concept could be superior
to previous, nonconformal head-up solutions.17

One of the most recent implementations of a tunnel-in-
the-sky has been tested on a fully head-tracked HMD32

(see Fig. 6).

4.2 Landing Displays

Tunnel displays are relatively referenced to precalculated
points of empty space in midair. Thus, their requirements
in terms of accuracy of location are defined by the navigation
solution of the aircraft. Other types of symbols need to be
attached to real-world visible landmarks, making a precise
navigation even more important. An example of such a dis-
play is the helicopter landing display. The purpose of a land-
ing display is to help the pilot in finding the exact location
and orientation of a previously identified landing spot. This
can be, for example, a concrete helipad or an unprepared
clearing in a forest. Depending on the actual type of the heli-
copter and its mission, additional information may be impor-
tant, for example, terrain slope, wind direction, and drift
relative to ground.

Different companies and research groups have proposed
designs for landing displays, for example, DeVila and
JedEye.33 Among these, the US-Army’s BOSS (see Fig. 7)
has become a baseline and de facto standard.

Other than tunnel displays, HMD landing displays do not
seem to support the pilot’s performance positively.33

At DLR there is an ongoing initiative to investigate the inte-
gration of further information in a conformal way. For example,
a drift indicator has been devised and tested recently.34 More
details on this can be found in Schmerwitz et al.35

Fig. 6 HMD implementation of tunnel-in-the-sky.
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4.3 Obstacle Symbols

Amain area of research interest is the development of obstacle
symbols. Naturally, obstacles are a major hazard, especially to
helicopters. Therefore, their representation to the pilot—just
after detection—is safety-critical. Similar to landing zone
visualizations, obstacle symbols have to be placed very accu-
rately at their real-world counterpart. Over the years, DLR has
investigated three classes of obstacle symbols: volumetric
box-shaped symbols (“Manhattan” blocks), simplified natu-
ralistic representations, and glassdome symbols.

4.3.1 Manhattan blocks and octree blocks

The first implementation was volumetric box-shaped sym-
bols that were called “Manhattan” metaphor.18 These were
primarily meant to represent locations of raw, unclassified
point data, for example, from a laser scanner or similar sen-
sor devices. As a preprocess, obstacle data have to be sep-
arated from terrain data. Terrain data can then be shown as a
regular ground grid, while Manhattan boxes can represent
the bounding volumes of clustered obstacle points. This is
useful in case there is no detailed knowledge about the nature
of the individual obstacle (see Fig. 1). For this, the terrain is
divided into a regular grid of fixed dimensions. All detected
sensor data within a grid cell are represented by a ground-
based column. The height of the column corresponds to the
highest measured data point in that grid cell (see Fig. 8).
Since all obstacles displayed are ground based, the pilot can-
not make use of form cues. Structures that are not attached to
the ground appear grounded. For example, a bridge is shown
closed and can no more be recognized as a bridge.

This consideration lead to the introduction of the octree
blocks representation. In this case, terrain is shown as before
but obstacles are represented as freely placed cubes of varying
sizes. For this, the bounding volume of a cluster of measured
points is subdivided recursively into cubes of equal size until
either each point is exclusively contained within a cube, or the
cubes reach a minimum size. The points are then represented
by all occupied cubes. Figure 9 shows this principle in a 2-D
variant: As more data points become available, the bounding
box is divided into smaller blocks, and only occupied blocks

are being drawn. This display requires more computational
power from the display system. It allows the pilot to make
use of simple form cues. For example, bridges, cranes, and
poles can be recognized as such.

In order to evaluate the different types of obstacle dis-
plays, a reaction time experiment was conducted.19 The
three variants of the display—Manhattan, octree, and a base-
line terrain-only representation—were explained in detail
and sample screenshots were shown in order to familiarize
the test person with the setup. After starting the test software,
the test subjects pressed a key to start the experiment. For

Fig. 7 (a) BOSS and (b) DEVILA landing displays.

Fig. 8 Principle of the Manhattan blocks.

Fig. 9 Principle of the octree blocks.
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each obstacle display, 20 situations were presented, resulting
in a total of 60 test runs. Test subjects completed all test sit-
uations with one display before starting the same 20 tests
with a different display. The test person was sitting in
front of a standard desktop PC with two monitors and a key-
board. On the left monitor two images were displayed,
labeled with letters “A” and “B.” These images were
taken during a real flight test using the onboard electro-opti-
cal camera. On the right monitor, the obstacle display was
shown, representing a 3-D reconstruction of sensor data
recorded during the same flight test. The sensor data
belonged to either of the two images on the left monitor.
While the images were still, the obstacle display was show-
ing a 5-s dynamic scene, that is, the virtual helicopter was
moving during display and the test person could see the
reconstruction appearing as more sensor data became avail-
able. The test person then had to decide to which of the two
images the data shown in the obstacle display belonged.
Pilots were instructed to evaluate the displays as if they
were using them operationally rather than in an experimental
setup. Twelve male pilots and one trainee pilot participated in
the experiment. Participants showed the highest level of per-
cent correct responses with 83.85% for the Manhattan dis-
play. 76.54% correct responses were given with the octree
display and 66.54% with the Terrain display. Further, we per-
formed an analysis of variance only including the reaction
times of correct responses to evaluate whether there are
speed differences between the displays when actually mak-
ing the right decision. No significant results were found, that
is display type did not seem to influence reaction time for
correct responses. Results of a final questionnaire show
that pilots want to use the octree and the Manhattan display
significantly more in a degraded visual environment than the
plain Terrain display. Twelve of 13 pilots rated octree as their
favorite display, one pilot rated Manhattan as his favorite and
no one preferred the Terrain depiction.

In a second experiment, it was tested if pilots prefer trans-
parent Manhattan block representations (wire-frame) over
opaque Manhattan block representations or vice versa.36

Tests included a primary task in landmark detection and a sec-
ondary task—checking aircraft parameters—to measure the
overall workload. Both seem to perform well in landmark
detection. However, although pilots rate the wire-frame dis-
play rather negatively this does not show in the objective
results regarding the landmark detection. The result is consis-
tent with pilot comments that the opaque design required the
smallest amount of concentration and left more attentional
capacity for the secondary tasks. The authors conclude that
the main reason for the result can be explained by the different
levels of clutter. In line with the subjective statements, the
wire-frame design produces the highest level of clutter
since objects cannot be easily distinguished from terrain. A
high level of clutter seems to require and capture a higher
amount of attentional capacity on the display. Thus, clutter
does seem to affect the information search and the ability
to respond correctly. The opaque display received the highest
subjective ratings and the best measured results on both detec-
tions of obstacles and the ability to perform extra tasks.

4.3.2 Naturalistic symbols

A second option was to use simplified but naturalistic rep-
resentations of single obstacles.5 These are meant to be used

in cases of known obstacle locations and classes from a reli-
able source, for example, an airport obstacle database. In this
display, symbols are shown at the exact locations of the real
obstacles, sometimes replacing or obscuring these, see
Fig. 10. Therefore, the primary use of this display is in
degraded visual conditions when there are few useful outside
cues left. Further, the naturalistic representation suggests that
information about, for example, orientation of the turret and
the rotor blades are correct, even if such information
unknown. This can be potentially dangerous if the pilot relies
on this information.

The results of a human-factor evaluation show conformal
symbology advantages for both flight path tracking and land-
ing precision. Subjective ratings of the HMD symbology
designs were predominantly positive: 15 out of 18 pilots
reported that the HMD provided them better support than
the standard instrumentation and that performing the scenar-
ios with the HMD was easier compared with the baseline
condition.5

4.3.3 Glass domes

Helicopter emergency missions data from existing databases
containing terrain elevations, possible obstacles, and water
bodies can be included to warn the pilot about landing
risks. These preexisting data can be combined with data col-
lected on-the-fly by on-board sensors like Ladar or radar.
One of the main challenges is then to represent the multitude
of data to the pilot in a way that enables him to operate the
helicopter safely, instead of overloading him with unneces-
sary information. This is achieved using a combination of a
head-tracked HMD and special nonintrusive symbologies
that provide just the essential information without cluttering
the display or blocking the pilot’s view on important outside
details.

DLR started developing a full-scale helicopter sensor sol-
ution combined with HMD capabilities within project
ALLFlight.20 In a number of improvement steps,5,19 a non-
cluttering, low intrusion symbology to be used with con-
formal displays was developed. This effort has been
transferred into the follow-up project AllInFlight (assisted
low-level flight using in-flight simulation capability). The
current symbol set is called “glass dome.”22,37 It is meant
to serve as a universal base implementation that can be easily
extended to embrace more classes of obstacles if desired.
This latest addition to the experimentation setup is a

Fig. 10 HMD obstacle representation with naturalistic symbols.
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combination of a simplified bounding volume representation
with a class icon. The main advantage is that the glass domes
usually do not obscure large parts of the real-world scenery.
Further, their small but a legible size adjustable icons allow a
safe identification of obstacle classes for the pilot
(see Fig. 11).

The main use of this symbol set is when there are reliable
obstacle data, for example, from off-line databases or certi-
fied sensor chains while it is important to keep visual contact
with outside landmarks. To keep display clutter at a mini-
mum, it was implemented that groups of equal symbols
could be clustered together in a common glass dome symbol
if they are placed sufficiently close together. Such cluster
symbols would appear in place of the symbol groups at larger
distances (see Fig. 11). At closer approach, these clusters are
replaced by the individual symbols. To find an optimal bal-
ance between detailed information and low display clutter,
two variants of this strategy were evaluated: unclustering
at 3 km distance and unclustering at 2 km distance.

A first evaluation of the display was carried out. Only four
pilots participated in the study. Thus, it should be repeated to
gain relevant data. In the evaluation, the pilots considered the
display to be helpful. The legibility and acuity of the symbol-
ogy and its elements were generally rated rather favorably.
However, the clustering feature was seen critically in good
weather conditions. One reason might be the evidence of

large and prominent cluster symbols, causing the illusion
of reversed spacial order, with larger clusters appearing
closer than they actually are. This is especially true in
adverse weather. One pilot mentioned that in mist with no
obvious ground reference some symbols appear to be float-
ing above ground. Furthermore, the late unclustering varia-
tion at 2 km distance was seen unfavorable, since the
presence of both—clustered and unclustered symbols—
was seen to introduce clutter and misinterpretations on the
display. Figure 12 shows the questions and the pilots’ ratings
on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Results are shown for either single symbols or clustered var-
iants (3 or 2 km) with good or poor visual conditions.

Icon display was judged as not helpful because of legibil-
ity problems. However, these could be overcome, for exam-
ple, by a fixed minimum icon size.22

4.3.4 Safety line

A different approach to obstacle warning and avoidance rep-
resents the safety line. A safety line is a function s that gen-
erates for each possible azimuth direction α an elevation
angle sðαÞ, representing the minimum safe angle to avoid
all known obstacles or terrain. sðαÞ is calculated based on:

• terrain elevation,
• database obstacles,
• sensor detected obstacles,
• current aircraft state,
• known aircraft performance parameters.

This ensures that the angle s always leads to a safe posi-
tion that can be reached by the helicopter given its current
position and state.

Safety lines can be integrated into several instruments,
including primary flight display (PFD), head-down synthetic
vision display, as well as HUD and HMD displays. Usually,
the safety line would be represented as a silhouette con-
formal to terrain and obstacles.

Fig. 11 HMD obstacle representation with glass domes.

Fig. 12 Poststudy questionnaire for glass dome symbology.
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Figure 13 shows a concept drawing superimposed on a
simulator view. The amber line represents the safe escape
angle based on current aircraft state, performance parame-
ters, and the detected obstacles. Safety lines have been
implemented in a number of current displays and obstacle
warning systems.14,38

4.4 Virtual Flight Decks

Virtualization describes the technique of replacing compo-
nents in a process by simulated counterparts in a virtual real-
ity environment. For example, instead of building a clay
model a designer can construct a CAD model and view it
using VR glasses. Virtualization has found applications in
all areas of design, manufacturing, and user interaction.
Thus, an aircraft piloting itself is likely to be virtualized
soon. Replacing the physical cockpit instruments with VR
goggles and a set of software simulations exposes different
advantages and drawbacks. DLR has been exploring these
questions since 2015.39 There are two approaches of virtual
cockpit instrumentation:

1. Simply display a virtual version of a traditional flight
deck instrument, for example, a PFD at the location
where onewould expect the real instrument (see Fig. 14).

2. Design a new set of virtual instruments that allow the
pilot to carry out all his tasks more efficiently, if
possible.

The first approach is straightforward in implementation,
in that one only has to provide virtual instruments that exist
from earlier “glass cockpit” designs. The second approach
can take benefit from developing conformal HUD and
HMD symbologies. Today, more pilots are familiar with
such displays. Thus, future concepts may differ from tradi-
tional patterns. Human factors evaluations show that pilots
more and more learn to navigate in virtual worlds.
Further, both approaches can be combined to allow a
fully configurable pilot workplace that can be adapted to dif-
ferent aircraft and mission requirements.

A major challenge is the question how to interact properly
with pure virtual environments. Usually, tactile and haptic
inputs are not present with a virtual display, and even if
they are, then to a much lesser degree than in a real
environment.40 In addition, interactive techniques such as
touch displays, vibrotactile actuators, optical head-, hand-,
and eye-tracking provide integration problems in a cockpit
that itself oscillates, moves, rotates, and is limited in
space. Consumer market technologies are often adapted to
inside situations without problems of vibration or difficult
lighting. Therefore, flight-ready equipment has to be selected
carefully, or has to be adapted to the cockpit environment.

Both approaches have to deal with the problems of safety
and security that arise from the fact that, for example, the
failure of a single component—in this case the VR head-
set—disables all virtual instruments. This is not just a safety
but also a security issue, as a potential attacker could espe-
cially target the VR glasses, their connections to the avionics,
or the aircraft’s sensors. On the other hand, virtual instru-
ments solve some traditional safety and security issues:
They allow the aircraft designers to place the cockpit at a
safer position inside the aircraft—or even outside the aircraft.
Here, the concept of a virtual flight deck closes the gap
between already existing glass cockpits and future concepts
like the single pilot cockpit, remote copilots, and even
remotely piloted aircraft.

5 Conclusion
We have described the development of conformal displays in
head-worn and helmet mounted displays during the last half
century. Special focus was on DLR’s own contributions in
the last 17 years. We have shown that conformal symbolo-
gies have developed from simple highway-in-the-sky appli-
cations to a broad variation of nearly all cockpit-related
instrumentation. With the availability of better technology
for display and head-tracking conformal displays have
become more useful in all stages of flight and mission sup-
port. The authors expect these applications to be widely
accepted in military as well as civil aeronautics in the forth-
coming years.

Although the main focus of conformal symbologies is still
their application in see-through displays, opaque virtual real-
ity displays will probably play a major role in the near future.
Their acceptance will be driven by parallel developments in
consumer electronics and entertainment industry.

Recent results have shown that DVE operations can
strongly benefit from applying carefully designed conformal
displays. The central point for the authors is that a conformal

Fig. 13 Concept of a safety line: the amber line represents a safe
escape elevation angle.

Fig. 14 Virtual flight deck instruments as seen through the HMD.
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display should not merely imitate reality. Often, a too natu-
ralistic representation may mislead the pilot to false assump-
tions. Instead, it shows that a good symbol is a symbol that
just provides the relevant information without adding further
clutter to the display. The drift line indicator and the glass
dome can serve as examples for this principle: reduce the
information shown to just the relevant features. Further
more, present the data in the most intuitive way. If these
goals can be reached, pilots are likely to accept conformal
displays, and they will expect a safety benefit for their
missions.
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